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NEWS AND NOTICES 
This department is devoted to news of appointments, promo- 
tions, deaths, and other events of interest to historians of 
mathematics. For this information, "Historia Mathematics" depends 
upon interested individuals everywhere to send items of timely 
interest to the editor so that the wider community of historians 
of mathematics may be kept informed of noteworthy activity 
throughout the world. 
THE KENNETH 0. MAY FELLOWSHIP IN THE 
HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 
The Kenneth 0. May Fellowship in the History of Mathematics 
is awarded to students pursuing a graduate degree in the history 
of mathematics at the Institute for the History and Philosophy 
of Science and Technology, University of Toronto. The Institute 
offers the degrees of Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy in 
history and philosophy of mathematics, physical and biological 
sciences, technology, and medicine. Joint programs with the 
Departments of Mathematics, History, and Philosophy provide flexi- 
bility and a variety of study options. 
Candidates for the May Fellowship normally will have a com- 
prehensive preparation in mathematics, a good exposure to histori- 
cal or philosophical issues, and the ability to write lucidly and 
effectively. The May Fellowship is awarded for two years and may 
be renewed for an additional year. The annual stipend is $5500 
plus academic fees. 
Further information and application forms may be obtained by 
writing to Professor Charles V. Jones, Institute for the History 
and Philosophy of Science and Technology, University of Toronto, 
Toronto, Ontario M5S lA1, Canada. Applications should be sub- 
mitted by February 1980. 
IVOR BULMER-THOMAS: HONORARY DOCTOR OF SCIENCE 
Ivor Bulmer-Thomas was recently awarded an honorary degree 
of Doctor of Science by the University of Warwick. To mark the 
occasion, Professor A. Phillips Griffiths, Professor of Philoso- 
phy and the University Orator, made the following citation: 
Francis Bacon has it that histories make men wise; mathematics, 
subtile. In Ivor Bulmer-Thomas, a historian of mathematics, 
these two qualities stand beside many others evidenced in a life 
lived to the full. The range of things he is and has been is 
astonishing: an Oxford scholar, an international athlete, a 
soldier, a statesman, the author of works on the British political 
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system, a biographer of Gladstone and Lord David Davies, a dis- 
tinguished journalist and editor, a prominent Churchman and a 
preserver of Churches and other ancient monuments, and, of course, 
the leading British expert on c.lassical Greek mathematics. 
He was born Ivor Thomas in Cwmbran, Monmouthshire, and became 
Ivor Bulmer-Thomas after he married Joan Bulmer, an accomplished 
cellist who still teaches the instrument and who is now the mother 
of a violinist. From the West Monmouth School in Pontypool he won 
a scholarship to St. John's College, Oxford, where he took a 
double First in mathematics and Classical Greats, managing at the 
same time to become a double blue, representing Oxford at cross- 
country running and athletics, as well as being a Welsh inter- 
national cross-country runner. 
Before the war he was leader-writer of the News Chronicle, 
and later Deputy Editor of the Daily Telegraph. In the meantime, 
he served in the Royal Norfolk Regiment and was elected Labour 
member of Parliament of Keighley. In the 1945 government he 
held office in the Ministry of Aviation and the Colonial Office, 
and was a delegate to the first Assembly of the United Nations. 
In 1948 the historian's wisdom triumphed and he crossed the floor 
to the Conservatives, thus ensuring his defeat in the Newport 
constituency in 1950, which gave him some leisure to write his 
book on the British Party System, one of a number on national 
and international political issues, including The Problem of 
Italy, published in 1946. He was awarded the Stella della 
Solidarieta Italiana in 1948. 
He is a dedicated churchman, at present a churchwarden in 
two parishes, St. Andrews by the Wardrobe in the City, and his 
own parish of Farnborough in Berkshire. He became a member of 
the Church Assembly in 1950 and of the General Synod in 1970. 
He was Chairman of the Repair of Churches Commission set up by 
the Church Assembly in 1951, and it was only the single-minded, 
18-year long indefatigable persistence of Mr. Bulmer-Thomas which 
led to the setting up of the Redundant Churches Fund. Unwilling 
to wait, he founded the Friends of Friendless Churches in 1957, 
which raised money to repair the many small historic churches 
without resources and often part of no parish. It rescued many 
churches which are now safe because responsibility for them has 
been taken over by the Churches fund, of which he became first 
chairman in 1969. He has been personally responsible for saving 
more churches than anyone in England: including one, the first 
to be taken into care, near Braunston. I would recommend a 
pilgrimage to it, for it is only a few miles from the Cathedral, 
yet in the depths of the country, in the lost but hauntingly 
beautiful village of Wolfhamcote. At the cottage nearby two 
kindly octogenarian ladies will give you the key to the North 
door. At one of the church's few regular services, the harvest 
festival, Mr. Bulmer-Thomas is a regular attender. His evidence 
at a Public Enquiry, as Chairman of the Ancient Monuments Society, 
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was effective in saving from demolition a group of buildings next 
the Lord Leycester Hospital in Warwick, which are now in full use. 
The history of Greek mathematics has been dependent in the 
past on the work of such nonprofessional scholars as Paul Tannery, 
who was a French administrator, and Sir Thomas Little Heath, who 
was a permanent civil servant. Ivor Bulmer-Thomas was a pupil 
and later assistant of T. L. Heath, and has continued in the 
same tradition: a man of independent means who has used his time, 
energy, and independence to advance scholarship. His work, 
characterised by a careful scepticism and an emphasis on the 
original sources, divides into two parts. In 1939 to 1942 he 
published his two-volume edition of selections illustrating the 
history of Greek mathematics in the Loeb classical series, which 
add weight and authority to the general accounts given by T. H. 
Little. Since 1960 he has written a series of original learned 
articles, among which are more than 20 entries in the important 
and prestigious Dictionary of Scientific Biography, including 
major articles on Euclid, Theodorus, and Theaetetus. His work 
continues, and he is now occupied with the influence of Adelard 
of Bath's translation of Euclid on British architecture. We are 
looking forward to his return to the University next year to a 
symposium on early Greek mathematics, organised by David Fowler 
of our department of mathematics, which will mark his 75th birth- 
day. 
NEW JOURNAL FOR THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 
The first issue of Ganita Bharati, the Bulletin of the Indian 
Society for History of Mathematics, has just been received by 
Historia Mathematics, and we are happy to congratulate R. C. Gupta, 
the journal's Editor, on the occasion of its appearance. The new 
journal intends to cover a wide range of topics, including the 
following subjects: 
Research papers (including those which were presented at the 
recent Hyderabad Symposium partly sponsored by the I.S.H.M. and 
reported in Historia Mathematics 6, 320-322; articles (including 
biographies of historians of mathematics); notes and correspondence 
project reports (including abstracts); sources; education, meetings 
(advanced notices and short proceedings); news (personal as well 
as institutional); book reviews; notices of publications (includ- 
ing papers published in other periodicals); news of the Society 
(including reports from the Treasurer, Secretaries, and others); 
advertisements; information about fellowships, prizes and medals; 
anecdotes, quotations, and so forth. 
Anyone interested in additional information concerning the 
submission of articles or subscriptions to the Bulletin may write 
to the Editor, Dr. R. C. Gupta, Associate Professor of Mathematics, 
Birla Institute of Technology, P. 0. Mesra, Ranchi 835 215, India. 
